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Kurdish security
releases confessions
of five IS members

Administrative
Reforms…
Human Reforms

By | Gazi Hassan
Kurdistan Region Presidency annn
nounced in a statement the projen
ects, decisions and steps taken
for the administrative reforms.
Among the information published
was a large number of violations
and abusing of public property
and power for personal enrichmn
ment, and revealing a large numbn
ber of corruption cases, and more
importantly, taking proper legal
and transparent actions for settn
tling corruption matters. Large
part of the problems happened in
Kurdistan Region are related to
corruption, hereby, carrying out
reform in the domains that’ve
been affected by corruption is a
difficult national duty, but a good
step for many political, administn
trative, economic and even moral
problems.
These steps are publicly supporten
ed, majority of people, who are
harmed by corruption, do not only
support the process, but also poln
litically and socially empower the
parties, groups and personalities
that put the steps into practice for
fighting corruption. Corruption
has infected many social aspects.
It has even influenced the culture
and the psychological component
of individuals in some respects.
Reform is eliminating the factors
of wrongdoings, which are dirn
rectly or indirectly linked to corrn
ruption or abusing of power and
exploiting the circumstances and
public property for personal intn
terests. Reform, before anything
else, is a revision of the social and
political circumstances of the socn
ciety, especially the tendencies,
components and factors that are
related to the politics and indivn
viduals. In other words, reform
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is a general process, the power
that becomes the source of power
that would eventually regenerate
a new modern spiritual political
power that enhance confidence
and principles of legal and lawful
actions and would have an army
of healthy human resources at its
disposal.
Reform does not only cover the
material aspect of recovering the
billions, public lands, reducing
departments and directorates of
government and their wages, but
also includes the spiritual and
psychological aspect of humans
too. People, who are small minorin
ity from the society that have expn
ploited the opportunities for selfenrichment will go before court
as defendants, Other people who
form the majority of the society
would be delighted with hope and
would benefit from not abusing
public resources.
I think along with the reform,
reforming humans would be the
main and an important aspect of
the process, because during the
past quarter of a century, within
the Kurdish self-governing, peopn
ple in Kurdistan have witnessed
changes, ups and downs and even
devastation in social and psycholn
logical spheres. We should not
forget that the traditions and negatn
tive culture that were a taboo and
prohibited before 1991 uprising,
now, due to legalizing some corrn
ruption aspects, puts the human,
as the main target for reforms, in
focus. Treating humans is an impn
portant process within the reform.
Therefore, human reforms and
administrative reforms should go
hand in hand.

The Kurdistan Regn
gion Security Council
(KRSC) on Sunday reln
leased five confessions
of Kurdish people who
were trying to join ISIS
after they pledged allegn
giance to the group.
“We headed to Erbil
and from there we went
to Makhmour district,”
said the group's leaden
er, Hawar Yousif Abdn
dulkarim (also known
as Abu Hamza). “We
passed it to go to Halwn
wat and then to Hawijn
ja. Before we reached
the Islamic State-contn
trolled territories, we
were arrested by securn
rity forces.”
The group was arresten
ed by Kurdish securn
rity forces (Asayesh)
over the weekend in
Makhmour about 50
kilometers southwest
of Erbil as they admittn
ted were on their way
to join the group in
ISIS-controlled Hawijn
ja, south of Kirkuk.
“Following precise
follow-ups and monitn
toring, we were able to
capture a group of five
people trying to join
ISIS in Hawija," read
the KRSC statement.
Abdulkarim
confn
fessed that prior to
pledging allegiance to
ISIS, he had joined the
Nusra Front in Syria
through one of his
friends named Shkar
Polla, who is wanted
by the KRSC.
He recalled he joined
ISIS through a Kurdin
ish militant on social
media.
“[The militants] asked
me to return to Halabja
from where I gathered
with my friends and
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all agreed with me as
we all shared the same
ideology and we all
said we had to migrate
to the Islamic State.”
Asayesh in Erbil prevn
viously identified the
other four captured
suspects as Halmat
Omar Othman Ahmed,
Hani Ibrahim Rashid
Faraj, Farhang Abbas
Abdulrahman Rashid
and Abdullah Baqi
Abdullah Rashid.
Kurdish
security

forces have investign
gated many other ISIS
militants in the past
year operating within
the Region.
In mid-January, secn
curity forces in Sulaimn
mani announced that
they had arrested 60
ISIS militants includin
ing three leaders and
killed 14 others who
had infiltrated the Regn
gion — many of them
from Mosul.
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Barzani Meets Number of World
Leaders in Munich
On sidelines of the Munn
nich Security Conference
(MSC), Kurdistan Regn
gion President Masoud
Barzani on Saturday met
with a number of world
officials including Antn
tonio Guterres, the UN
Chief and Mike Pence,
the US Vice President, to
discuss a range of issues
including bilateral ties
and the war on terrorism.
In his meeting with Barzn
zani, Antonio Guterres,
the UN Secretary Genen
eral, thanked Barzani for
the significant role Kurdin
istan Region has played
in defeating the Islamic
State (IS) and also hostin
ing near two million IDPs
and refugees.
In a separate meeting,
Barzani and Mike Pence,
the US Vice President,
exchanged views on the
battle against IS and the
US-led coalition's efforts.
Pence commended the
role of Peshmerga forces
in defeating the extremist
organization and reiteraten
ed his country's sustained
support to the Kurdistan
Region.
During another meetin
ing with the President of
the Kurdistan Region, the
US Secretary of Defense
Jim Mattis said he was
familiar with the Kurdish
cause, according to the
press office of the Kurdin
istan Region Presidency.
The US Secretary of Defn
fense added both Kurdistn
tan and the US had made
sacrifices side by side.
Mattis also reiterated
the US’ support for the
people of the Kurdistn
tan Region in the battle
against IS and said he

hoped to visit Kurdistan
in the near future.
Moreover,
President
Barzani gave a trophy
representing
Kurdish
Peshmerga soldiers to the
US Secretary of Defense.
The trophy depicts
two Peshmerga soldiers
standing in front of a
globe with their weapon
ons drawn as a sign of
Peshmerga defending the
world from terrorism.
President Barzani congn
gratulated Mattis for his
post and hoped the bilaten
eral relations between the
Region and the US would

continue to develop and
improve in all aspects.
John McCain, the Senn
nior US Senator, and
Barzani also met on the
sidelines of the MSC and
discussed various politicn
cal and security issues,
mainly the anti-terror
efforts. Mccain valued
Barzani and Peshmerga's
role in defeating the IS
organization.
Barzani also met with
the Deputy Prime Minin
ister of Kuwait, Paolo
Gentiloni Silveri, the
Italian Foreign Minister,
and Ursula Gertrud von

der Leyen, the German
Defence Minister.
Barzani also met with
the Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi. The two
officials exchanged views
on the plans for post-IS
era as well as closer coon
operation between Erbil
and Baghdad for the ongn
going Mosul operation,
according to Abadi’s offn
fice.
Facilitating the return of
millions of IDPs to their
homes was also on the
agenda.
Kurdistan Region Presidn
dent Masoud Barzani and

Brett McGurk, the US
Special Presidential Envn
voy for Global Coalition
to Counter Islamic State
(IS), met on Sunday and
discussed the latest devn
velopments in the battle
of Mosul and the role of
Peshmerga in the operatn
tion.
In a meeting on the sideln
lines of the Munich Securn
rity Conference (MSC),
Barzani and McGurk discn
cussed the latest developmn
ments in the offensive of
Mosul and the key role
Kurdistan Region Peshmn
merga forces have played

in the anti-IS efforts in
northern Iraq.
The new US administn
tration's strategy for the
war against IS and the US
support to Kurdistan Regn
gion under Trump were
also discussed by the US
and Kurdish delegations.
McGurk reiterated his
country's sustained suppn
port to Kurdistan Region
and Peshmerga forces,
stating that the US and
Kurdistan Region bilaten
eral ties will remain as
strong during the Trump
administration.

Germany provides 500 million euro to help rebuild Iraq’s infrastructure
Germany signed an agreemn
ment with the government
of Iraq on Monday, Februan
ary 13, to provide a €500
million euro (over $521
million) credit facility to
fund investments aimed at
reconstructing Iraqi infrasn
structure damaged due to
the war against the Islamic
State (ISIS).
"We want to help the
Iraqi government rebuild
public infrastructure so
that the people who had to
flee IS terrorism can return
to their homes," Foreign
Minister Sigmar Gabriel
said in a statement.
The German FM added
tens of thousands of Iraqis
had already returned to
their homes as Iraqi secn

curity forces liberated the
eastern side of Mosul from
militants.
He noted the liberation
of eastern Mosul marked
an important success.
"Islamic State cannot be
defeated militarily alone,"
Gabriel said. "More engn
gagement and investment
to ensure functioning watn
ter and energy supplies
and transportation systems
are needed to transform
these cities and areas into
peaceful, vibrant and livan
able homelands."
The funding comes from
the KfW Banking Group,
with a small team of Germn
man officials to advise Iraq
on how to distribute it.
The credit, which is the

biggest yet to Iraq, came
after German Chancellor
Angela Merkel promised
support to Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi
last year.
1.4 million Iraqis have
been displaced so far due
to the war against ISIS in
the country, with 160,000
of those becoming dispn
placed recently due to the
three-month long battle
to regain Mosul from the
militants.
With Iraqi forces ready to
descend on western Mosul
– where 750,000 people
still live under ISIS contn
trol – another quarter of a
million people are expecten
ed to become displaced in
the coming weeks.
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The United Kingdom reaffirms
its support to the Kurdistan Region
Kurdistan Regional Goven
ernment Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani met
with the United Kingdom
Minister of Defense Mr.
Michael Fallon and his accn
companied delegation.
In the meeting, attended
by Deputy Prime Ministn
ter Qubad Talabani and
a number of KRG senior
officials, Minister Fallon
commended the Kurdistn
tan Region and its military

forces, the Peshmerga, for
fighting and defeating the
so-called Islamic State
terror group. The British
Minister also praised the
Kurdistan Regional Goven
ernment for sheltering
and assisting close to two
million refugees and intn
ternally displaced people,
despite facing a hard finn
nancial crisis.
Mr. Fallon reaffirmed
that his government will

continue to support the
Kurdistan Region.
Prime Minister Barzani
expressed his appreciation
to the people and governmn
ment of the United Kingdn
dom for supporting the
Region in the fight against
terror.
Financial crisis in the
Kurdistan Region, the war
in Syria and other pressin
ing issues were discussed
in the meeting.

KRG Denies Torturing ISIS Child Soldiers
“Child terrorism suspects are treated as victims not criminals”
On February 2, 2017 Foren
eign Policy Magazine
published a report titled
“The Kurdish Governmn
ment Is Torturing Boys”
regarding child suspects
of terrorism arrested in
the Kurdistan Region,
and the report accused the
Kurdistan Regional Goven
ernment for torturing the
arrested boys.
In this regard, the High
Committee for Evaluatin
ing and Responding to
International
Reports
stated that according to
law, torturing detainees
and the sentenced for the
purpose of admission and
information is considered

a crime. Police officers
are strictly forbidden to
torture detainees. Consistn
tent with Article 333 in
the amended Iraqi Penal
Code, no 11 (1969), any
detainee tortured during
investigation, is by law
entitled to request and appn
peal against the torturer
supported by (Article
19/ three) of the Federal
Iraqi Constitution. Yet, at
times, the suspects are encn
couraged pretending that
they have been tortured
by Police officers.
Any detainee who has
legal age or is underage
is detained under a judn
dicial decision relevant

to his case. The detainee
will not be tortured under
any condition and are not
treated inhumanely. Each

detainee is additionally
entitled to a twice a week
visit by accredited INGn
GOs such as International

Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC).
Moreover, any detainee
is allowed to raise any appn

peal they have through the
prison’s administration,
general attorney, through
their relatives when they
visit, or through prisonen
ers’ rights organizations
like ICRC. In another
case, any displaced childn
dren entering Kurdistan
Region without their paren
ents, which are usually
the case, are given necen
essary services and good
treatment by the refugee
camps management and
all other counterparts in
the field. They are given
necessary services of educn
cation, social services and
art craft lessons.

Two PKK Members Explode Themselves in Makhmour
Two Kurdish youth affilian
ated with Kurdistan Worken
ers' Party (PKK) committn
ted suicide by blowing
themselves up on the 18th
anniversary of Turkey's
capture of the PKK leader
Abdullah Ocalan.
The mayor of Makhmour
district, north-east of Mosn
sul, told BasNews that an
explosion took place last
night near a refugee camp
in Makhmour where the
PKK affiliates are living.

Jamal Murtka, the commn
mander of Peshmerga
forces in Makhmour, told
BasNews a boy named
Lashkir from the camp
exploded himself in a
PKK base near Qarachogh
mount last night and a girl
named Beritan also blew
herself up earlier today in
the same location.
The commander desn
scribed the action as inan
appropriate, adding that
no one should be urged to

commit suicide.
The
PKK-affiliated
youth have apparently expn
ploded themselves in protn
test to Ocalan's detention
by Turkey, expressing
their utmost sacrifice to
the Kurdish jailed leader.
Ocalan is serving a life
sentence in the prison on
Imrali island in northwn
western Turkey after his
capture in 1999.

PKK teaches strict militancy
to Yezidi children: MP
Kurdish Yezidi children
of Sinjar are trained on
radicalism and militancy
by the Kurdistan Workers'
Party (PKK) guerrillas,
said a Yezidi MP to Kurdin
istan Parliament.
PKK tries to enroll many

children by "deceiving"
them, Sheikh Shamo said
last week.
He said though according
to their knowledge these
children are not taken to
battlefields to participate
in confrontations but "we

are aware that they have
received strict military
education."
He added that the paren
ents of these children are
confused as to how retake
their children from the
guerrillas.
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Iraq Paying $1 Million
Fine to South Korea
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PM Abadi Announces Start of
West Mosul Offensive

Chairman of the parliamentary Security and
Defense Committee revealed that Iraq is payin
ing 1 million dollars to South Korea every
month as a financial fine for not being able
to receive the aircraft T-50IQ, according to a
contract signed by former Iraqi Prime Ministn
ter Nuri al-Maliki.
In 2013, al-Maliki announced the signing of
a contract with the Korean Ministry of Defn
fense for the purchase of 24 T-50IQ aircraft.
Maliki at that time said that the deal would
immensely raise the performance of the Defn
fense and Interior ministries in defending the
country against terrorism.

KRG Reclaims 500k Square
Meters of Public Land
In the latest government reform and anti-corrn
ruption efforts in the Kurdistan Region, the
Kurdish government has reclaimed thousands
of square metres of public property.
“In the first phase and in Sulaimani alone,
we returned 500,000 square metres of land to
public property through assistance from the
city’s municipality, our insistence to follow
through on the decision to do so, and support
from the law enforcement agencies. I reassn
sure everyone that we will continue doing so
in other places,” Kurdish Deputy Prime Minin
ister Qubad Talabani announced in a Facebn
book post.
“When we first decided to reclaim the land
seized by authorities, we knew the process
would not be easy and will face many diffn
ficulties,” Talabani added.

MP: Maliki Proposed Assigning
Proxies to Kurdish Senior Posts
Iraqi Vice-president Nouri al-Maliki propn
posed to fill with proxies the vacant senior
posts allocated to Kurds in Baghdad, said a
Kurdish lawmaker to the Iraqi House of Reprn
resentatives.
Speaking to BasNews on Wednesday, Shirn
rin Abdul-Rahman said Maliki and his Shi'ite
State of Law Coalition put pressure on the
Iraqi government to assign the proxies in ordn
der to deprive Kurds from their share.
Abdul-Rahman added that Baghdad bent to
Maliki's wish in this regard without notifying
Kurds.
She declared that there are tens of other senn
nior posts from the Kurdish share which are
suspended due to the majority in the Iraqi
House of Representatives.

Mosul IDPs Helped
by Charity Organizations
It has been more than a week that Haji Yahya
Agency with the support of Barzani Charity
Foundation has been intensifying its efforts
to help IDPs in Hassan Sham and Khazir
camps.
"We have focused on helping the displaced
people from Mosul who are suffering from
lack of food. We are here to help those people
who have left their homes and have no necessn
sities," said Dyar Haydar, a member of Helpin
ing Committee.

Iraqi PM Haidar al-Abadi
announced on Sunday the
start of the operation to retn
take control of western Mosn
sul from the Islamic State
(IS).
The Iraqi troops launched
a large-scale offensive aimin
ing at driving out the IS milin

itants from the west coast of
Mosul after liberating the
eastern half of the city.
Abadi described the open
eration a "new dawn" in the
liberation of Mosul.
Liberating people of Mosn
sul from IS is the priority,
not retaking the territories

Abadi said, asking the Iraqi
organizations to provide humn
manitarian assistance and
support to the liberated aren
eas.
In the early hours of the
operation, the Iraqi troops
managed to liberate Bakhin
ira village in west of Tal

Afar town, located west of
Mosul.
The Iraqi war jets dropped
millions of leaflets over the
western Mosul late Saturdn
day to warn the residents of
the imminent offensive by
ground forces to liberate the
west coast of the city.

IS Captive Says He Has Raped 200
Women and Killed 500 People
IS captive in jail in Sulaymn
maniyah, Kurdistan Region
IS captive in jail in Sulaymn
maniyah, Kurdistan Region
photo: Reuters
The Islamic State (IS)
militant Ammar Hussein
who is now a captive in
Sulaymaniyah
province
confessed that he has raped
more than 200 women from
Iraqi minorities particularly
Yezidis, and killed around
500 people since he joined
the extremist organization
in 2013.
Kurdish intelligence autn
thorities gave Reuters rare
access to Hussein and anon
other IS militant who were
both captured during Kirkuk
terrorist attack in October
2016 which resulted in the
death of 99 civilians, and
near 100 militants.
Hussein said his IS commn
manders, gave him and
others a green light to rape
as many Yezidi and other
women as they wanted.
“Young men need this,”
Hussein told Reuters. “This
is normal.”
Witnesses and Iraqi offn
ficials say the IS militants
raped many Yezidi women
after the group attacked
the majority Yezidi town of
Sinjar in 2014 and abducted

thousands of Yezidi women
as sex slaves.
Hussein said he has also
killed about 500 people
since he joined the IS extn
tremist organization in
2013.
"We shot whoever we
needed to shoot and behn
headed whoever we needed
to beheaded," said Hussein.
Hussein sees himself as a
victim of hardship, a produn
uct of a broken home and
poverty in his hometown of

Mosul as he said "I had no
money. No one to say 'this
is wrong, this is right.' No
jobs. I had friends but no
one to give me advice," said
Hussein.
Counter-terrorism agents
described a second prisoner,
Ghaffar Abdel Rahman, 31,
as less forthcoming, and said
he had revealed little during
questioning about his expern
riences as a checkpoint and
logistics man for IS.
He said he and his brother

joined IS because otherwn
wise, as state employees,
they would have been killed
by the group.
When he was asked about
his view of the Shi'ite Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi,
he said Iraq would always
be plagued by instability becn
cause many sects live in the
country. "He (Abadi) does
not provide people with justn
tice," said Abdel Rahman.
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Sports News
Returning Bale Scores
in real Victory

Gareth Bale scored a superb goal on his return
after almost three months out with an ankle
injury as La Liga leaders Real Madrid beat
Espanyol.
The Wales forward, on as a second-half subsn
stitute, collected Isco's pass before running at
the visitors' defence and slotting a shot past
Diego Lopez.
Alvaro Morata had headed Real in front in
the first half from Isco's cross.
Victory leaves Real three points ahead of
second-placed Sevilla, who beat Eibar 2-0.

Dybala Scores Twice as
Juventus Rout Palermo

Paulo Dybala scored twice against his former
club as Juventus thumped Palermo 4-1 at home
to move 10 points clear at the top of Serie A,
with Claudio Marchisio and Gonzalo Higuain
also finding the net for the champions.
Juve coach Massimiliano Allegri called on his
players to be "spectacular" in their hunt for a
record sixth consecutive Scudetto title and they
responded with a scintillating display to move up
to 63 points after 25 matches.
Marchisio, feeling his way back into the side
after injury, opened the scoring in the 13th minun
ute when he reacted quickest to rifle home from
close range after Josip Posavec had smothered
Higuain's effort to give Juve the lead their dominn
nance merited.

Wenger Dismisses
Retirement Suggestion

Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger has said that he
will manage next season, though he did not confn
firm it would be at the Emirates.
The 67-year-old has been with the Gunners for
21 years, and with his contract due to expire at
the end of the present campaign, no new deal is
yet in place to guarantee his future with the Londn
don side.
Speculation has grown over his destiny in recent
weeks as his side have dropped off the pace at the
top of the Premier League table, and following a
5-1 Champions League loss to Bayern Munich in
midweek has only escalated further.
The Frenchman insisted on Friday that he will
not retire, but he did not confirm he will remain
in his current post.

Chelsea Fend off Wolves on
Day of FA Cup Shocks

Premier League leaders Chelsea reached the
quarter-finals of the FA Cup with victory over
Wolves in an entertaining tie at Molineux.
Wolves, just five points above the Championship
relegation zone, took a positive approach in the
first half as George Saville lashed an early strike
against the post.
Chelsea's defence was repeatedly tested before
the visitors finally upped the tempo, forcing
Wolves back and allowing Pedro to dart in and
head home unmarked at the back post.
Diego Costa sealed Chelsea's place with his 16th
goal of the season as he slid a low finish past
Carl Ikeme.
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UN humanitarian coordinator
in Iraq commends BCF
During her visit to the
Hasan Sham IDP camp,
located about 30 km east
Mosul, Lise Grande, the
UN humanitarian coordinatn
tor in Iraq, said the camp is
of highest standards in Iraq
due to its successful manan
agement by the Barzani
Charity Foundation (BCF).
Hasan Sham is very famn
mous and one of the best
camps in Iraq and that is
due to BCF's administratn
tion of the camp and strong
support from the UNHCR,
Grande said.
"The standards here
[Hasan Sham camp] are
some of the highest we've
seen in Iraq, and that is a
compliment to the Barzani
foundation which has made
that possible," she said.
Hasan Sham camp was
established to shelter the
displaced people from
Mosul due to the ongoin
ing battle in the city. The

camp is administered by
BCF staff and the foundatn
tion, in collaboration with

humanitarian organizations
and benefactors, delivers
humanitarian aid to the

IDPs settled in the camp on
a daily basis.

KDP-S Official Accuses PYD
of Jailing Members without Verdict
Kurdistan
Democratic
Party of Syria (KDP-S)
will put further pressure
on the Democratic Union
Party (PYD) to free the its
supporters and members
who were jailed without
any trial, said a KDP-S
official.
In a statement to BasNn
News on Tuesday, Nuri

Brimo, co-leader of KDPS said it was under their
party's pressure that PYD
released some of their
members recently.
Brimo added that some
of their cadres are still
held in PYD jails without
being convicted.
He urged PYD to "stop
chasing and detaining"

members of the Kurdish
opposition parties, expn
pecting the opposition to
such behaviors by PYD
security agencies to turn
into "demonstration and
public protests."
According to Brimo, the
US, as the third party, has
been notified about such
acts by PYD.

The opposition parties in
Rojava, Syrian Kurdistan,
which are united under
the Syrian Kurdish Natn
tional Council (ENKS),
often point the finger at
the ruling PYD for commn
mitting violations against
their members.

Kurdistan: Discussions over blocking
porn websites heated up again
Kurdistan Regional Goven
ernment (KRG) Ministry of
Transport and Communicatn
tion cannot block pornogn
graphic websites without a
law ratified by parliament,
minister said.
“We as the Ministry of
Transport and Communicatn
tion support calls for blockin
ing pornographic websites
in the Kurdistan Region as
we believe [such websites]
harm the society in general
and the youths in particuln
lar,” reads a statement by
Minister Mawloud Mourn
rad.
However, he explained
that blocking websites with
pornographic content needs
a law passed by Kurdistan
Region parliament as internn
net providers are all privet

sector companies.
Referring to a law ratifn
fied by the Iraqi parliamn
ment in 2015, the Kurdish
minister stated that Kurdin
istan Region also can put

the same law into action in
the region, after which the
ministry will be able to act
against such websites.
In September 2015, the
Iraqi parliament voted on

a draft law committing the
Iraqi Ministry of Commn
munications to block porn
websites, but KRG had said
at that time that it will not
abide by the decision.
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The surrealism painter Jamal Hamad Ameen
The Kurdish artist and painter
Jamal Hamad Ameen was born
in 1974 in Erbil. He studied
primary and secondary schools
in the city. His hobby for art
and painting emerged when
he was 10. He started painting
naturally based on his hobbies
and self-improvement, which
is influenced by the world in

the art work from the academic
stage as a basic science, that’s
why we can see in his latest
show that he’s demonstrated
the surrealism as his main art
works . The art school is not
easy for any artist to adapt it
profoundly, because surrealin
ism has come following the
academic schools of realism

which he found suitable to
continue pursuing his art. His
views about the artwork and
the Kurdish artists made him
improve his work and start
from the beginning. The attentn
tion of the world’s artists was
another factor for improvemn
ment of his work and art capabn
bilities. Jamal, in accordance
to his abilities, has received

and impressionism. Surrealism
was born at a time when all
the society was made hopeless
into dreams and fantasy as a
result of the world wars, which
forced the world’s artists to
make a change in art. A large
group of artists worked in this
field, one of them was Salvadn
dor Dali. Jamal Hamad Ameen
saw the beautiful world of surrn

“The Face of Ash”
Takes Part in
International Festival

The film ‘The Face of Ash’ written and
directed by Shakhawan Idrees took
part in Orthodox Film Festival held in
Russia.
In the recent years, the Kurdish dirn
rectors have achieved a lot of cinema
works in order to improve cinema art
such as directing and building audien
ence. Kurdish films have considerably
seen taking part in the international
film festivals, which has developed the
opportunities and emergence of Kurdin

ish cinema.
Shakhawan Idrees said that the film
is the product of Directorate of Erbil
Cinema, and took part in the competitn
tion section of 7th round of Orthodox
International Film Festival in Russia
which started on February 16th 2017.
The film was shown on February 17th
2017 and was shortlisted for receiving
the main prizes of the festival.
By H.G. Hassan

realism school in Kurdistan
and moved the topics into the
school. So is our world is the
same dream of school to Jamal,
because the catastrophes and
events in Kurdistan are seen in
the paintings.As instruments,
he used oil colors, acrylic and
he’s used other means such as
design, graphic and water colon
or. The large measures of his
works such as 3 and 4 meters
give significance to his works.
As far as form is concerned,
it’s the world where suffering
of his people has started and
grown, so as a Kurdish artin
ist, he created the paintings in
the Kurdish surrealist world.
Shingal is another theme for
Hamad Ameen in which he’s
shown a special word in a surrn
realist form. Our understandin
ing indicates that the events
too are surreal, what made the
artist to imply the catastrophes
within the view of this school.
Apart from surrealism, the
artist has a group of other art
work as realist or impressionist
which originate from nature,
colors and beauty of nature of
Kurdistan in the villages and
cities and gardens. He has a
good participation in the publn
lic exhibitions in and outside
of Kurdistan. He works in Dirn
rectorate of Painting in Erbil
as an employee and deals in
close with the Kurdish artists.
In addition to his main work,
he also makes designs for art
books and booklets. He’s presn
sented great service to the artin
ists of Kurdistan and he’s done
the designing for most of the
booklets for the exhibitions in
Medya Hall in Erbil.
By Ashti Garmiyani

